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A Loc on James’ Bacon’s recent articles.
By Linda Krawecke.
TW57: The Arrogant Fan
This is a tale told time & time again in various ways. Alun Harries for one tells the story of the first con he
went to where he couldn't get a look inside any of the going clicks (sp?) and ended up standing in the
middle of the bar shouting "what's wrong with you fuckers". Got him noticed, anyway.
I dunno. Psychological theories? People who can't make it physically (sport and/or sex) or emotionally
(relationships of all sorts) will over-compensate by bullying others mentally. 'Cause lets face it - it is a
form of bullying. Sociological theories? The need to pass the initiation/hazing ritual of humiliation before
being acknowledged. People who were not part of the "in" lot at school creating there own little club within
fandom. Hmmm - maybe. Though I certainly don't feel obliged to befriend any & everyone who attends a
convention I think courtesy is part of the grease that keeps society's wheels turning....even our little
introverted society.
Honestly, I don't know how it is that the more arrogant fans don't get thumped. Out there in the "Real
World" beyond our convention/pub meeting walls someone behaving that badly would indeed get
thumped. Not that I condone physical violence as a solution to anything in any way, shape or form, mind
you. But the truth of the matter is that our little community here prides its self on being cerebral,
accepting, forward thinking, unconventional when in reality those very qualities seem to allow the
"arrogant" type to get away with being little turds who disguise their nastiness as "being clever".
Sometimes I think James has the right idea of getting abusive in return: give as good as you get. It
worked on the playground, it works in the pubs & clubs and on the streets and I'm sure it would work in
fandom. Oh but wait - two wrongs don't make a right. And we're all so very nicely middle class and too
civilised for that sort of thing - aren't we.
I guess that leaves us no choice but having to act like adults. Yeah, I know - I didn't want to have to grow
up either but at some point you find out that there is an advantage to maturity. For instance you come to
understand that someone who feels compelled to mock or deride you usually has a very small penis.

TW60: Burnt to the Bone
1987, a thirteen year old James is fumbling at his flies while I was busy having to build a "room" within
the Metropole hotel because the function room we had been allocated for fan programming was being
redecorated. No - honestly - they went into one of the disused halls and put up temporary partitions so we
could have a 'room'!
James seems to think that the answer to post-con burn out and 'hard times' is to have a better pre-con
staffing structure. I understand his point but also understand that what he proposes is unlikely, mostly
due to the fact that a worldcon works with volunteers.
A volunteer is someone with a lot of good intention and maybe some idea of what skills the "job" requires
but with no guarantee of being able to deliver. I know I only have my experience on the '87 worldcon
committee to go on but there were several instances when people, some of them long time acquaintances,
really truly wanted to help but come the day, couldn't deliver. They just didn't possess the skills
necessary, even though they thought they did. And even though we thought they did too.
I do Event Management as a profession. I have seen and been involved with events similar in size and
scale to an SF worldcon and have an idea of the way it is structured, planned and carried out. This is all
the more reason for me to admire and congratulate those who run Worldcons as a volunteer in their spare
time. As a professional, I would have the office team cracking on with the pre-event planning while I
would hire teams of trained stewards and supervisors to do the busy work on the day. These are people
who have had training and experience, who's pay cheque at the end of the month depends on them being
able to do their job and deliver the skills. But a worldcon doesn't hire professionals. Volunteers. Good
intentioned but rather dicey volunteers.
James refers to this when he talks about the web page detailing what each position entails. A nice idea but
my mind boggles at the time consuming task of writing out what amounts to a job description for each
position. And even if some lovely anal retentive soul were to take on the task (and fandom is full of 'em so
it's not impossible) who is to say whether the person applying for the position actually qualifies. One
person may consider themselves to have good interpersonal skills but may turn out to be a bully in
disguise (see above TW57). It would be nice to think we all know ourselves, our skills and our
personalities well enough to slot ourselves into the ideal role but it just don't work that way.
Having said that, I don't have an answer either. James's idea may be as good as any and if he volunteers
to get it up & running, then hats off in admiration. But I think I'm going to have to side a bit with Mike
Scott's comment that until you get closer to the event, you don't really know what positions are going to
need volunteers. Until the format fills in a bit - actual programme items planned - and the event better
visualised, you can't really assign volunteers.
But back to the burnout and the 'hard time' experie nced by worldcon folk. I have my own theory.
Professional event managers take on large international multi-day events for the basic "reward" of money.
Oh sure, there's the job satisfaction of doing something well etc. but at the end of the day, there's a pay
off. And knowing there's a pay off means you take some of the guff - the small bitchy complaints that can
range from "I couldn't find a place to park my car within a block of the hotel" to "there was no paper doily
under the milk jug" to "the rain made too much noise during the main speech" Yes - we event managers
usually control the traffic, weather and paper doily distribution but sometimes even we slip up.
Where's the pay-off for a worldcon committee or worldcon volunteers? It has to come in the form of
either self congratulation - i.e. knowing that you've done a good job and "feeling good" about it (nothing
wrong with that!) or it comes from peer recognition and appreciation. Getting that slap on the back, letme-buy-you-a-drink, hip hip hurrah kind of thing from fellow fans. Some clever ass might suggest that

there was a power trip element to running Worldcons but that's a whole different puppy and I won't go
into that right now.
In all my life I have never known a group with as many opinionated, know-it-all, articulate and extremely
vocal moaners as in fandom. You get them in the wider world as well but fandom seems to hone a
particular breed of complainer. You get a number of these Super Moaners having a go at all the (unpaid)
work, effort and years worth of time you put into something it can lead to a bit of feeling hard done by. By
all means pass along ideas, constructive criticisms, observations but those moaners who have a go just
because they can (see Arrogant Fan above) can knock you back a bit. If you're mature enough you can
rise above the moaners because you know they have........well, cause you're mature.
Maybe we should just thump 'em.
But on the other hand just to balance things out, there are a lot of good souls in fandom. There genuinely
are people who express appreciation and don't mind showing that they've had a good time or gotten
something pleasurable and worthwhile out of the event. Sometimes all you need is to see the look on
people's faces, hear the applause after a good panel, watch any number of groups sit up until dawn
debating something deep & intellectual or falling about drunk, stupid & happy. Or knowing that some of
those free condoms got put to good use. The payoff is when you see it all up
& working.
So burnout in the form of exhaustion is inevitable & understandable. But burnout because you've been hit
by the Super Moaners and Arrogant Fans can only be combated by maturity (fnar fnar) and a certain
ability towards looking at the donut & not at the hole. Which brings us to
TW62: The Science Fiction Deficit
James gleans that another cause for Worldcon Neagtivitus is that they take something out of fandom
without giving enough back. And as he rightly points out - there were cons and activities a-plenty post '95
Glasgow.
It's hard for me to judge worldcons by Glasgow, especially hard to judge what was happening fan-wise. I
was working art show at the time and my brief sojourn to the fan area in the exhibition hall was to deliver
a panel item that I don't think anyone was able to hear.
But I just love James's enthusiasm. He actually has *ideas* and I'd love to see someone pounce on him
and get him to develop them for a world con. I say this not just as a reader of TW but as the person who
was scouring Brit Fandom in the years leading to the '87 worldcon for exactly this kind of idea's person to
give our fan section a bit of sparkle.
As it was, I think we sparkled OK: we had a bar & a large fan-lounge area, we had the zine sales table &
displays (including numerous international fandoms), we had an active dynamic fan programme and we
had Hawaiian shirts and Godzilla. I feel it was both a refuge amidst the chaos for the long time, faanish
community while also acting as a meeting place for newbies who wanted to pick up a zine, see what was
happening fanwise in their part of the world and generally get an ambience for what it was like to be a fan
as opposed to just a reader/viewer of science fiction.
I especially back his point that the con shouldn't be making money out of fan groups by charging them for
table space etc but actively promoting them. It is the fans - and I mean that in the broadest sense, i.e.
the people go beyond reading/viewing SF into attending events and participating with other
readers/viewers - who keep Worldcons etc afloat. The fans make it more that just an exhibition or event:
they make the con alive with legends and tales, friendships and feuds that continue for years & years.

Personally, I don't see a downside to British Worldcons. I love them myself. They're a three-ring circus of
the strange and unusual and if the circus comes to my town, then by golly you better believe I want to
catch the show. I know others don't feel the same way but let them stay home or do their own thing. No
skin off my nose and I'm sure the worldcon won't suffer for it. You're going to get out of an event what
you bring into it. The Super Moaners, Arrogant Bastards and their ilk. will surely find something to moan
about for the next several years and I'm sure that in some respect, that's
what they will "enjoy" about the worldcon.
Let them moan. I'm mature.

*****
It’s great to see Linda writing again, even if it is only locs to on-line zines. I think everyone will join me in
asking her to write a lot more – although naturally I bags first dibs…
Next time round another fanzine review and then something a little more personal before Christmas. Not
too sure what the forthcoming publishing schedule will be as things at work are a little crazy at the
moment and look likely to continue so for the next few months. Things may be pretty sporadic. Just to say
again: I’m putting together a fanzine with the best of my more personal writing in TommyWorld to be
issued shortly before Christmas as well. Full colour cover and featuring half a dozen articles. Let me know
if you want a copy by sending an email with your address to: tw@tommyworld.net.

This is being distributed to a whole bunch of friends on the net, if you received this and would NOT like to be
on the mailing list please accept my apologies for this intrusion and let me know so that you will not be
bothered by further ramblings. If you know someone who would like to be on the mailing drop me a line.

